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I. Summary 0f Opinion

I conducted a survey in Which I asked 200 Americans t0 estimate a fair and reasonable amount 0f

money that a person should receive as compensation for the loss 0f privacy experienced as a

result 0f having had a secretly-filmed sex tape 0f one’s self posted online without one’s consent.

Based 0n the survey data, I conclude With a reasonable degree of certainty that:

Z The range 0f money deem€d as fair and reasonab1€ compensation for a loss 0f privacy

such as the one experienced by Terry Bollea is approximately $7,000,000 t0 $10,000,000

I reserve the right t0 revisit this analysis and amend these conclusions should additional

information and/or documents become available for review. I further reserve the right t0 respond

t0 opinions and issues raised by any opposing experts. Finally, Ireserve the right t0 use

demonstrative and/or other exhibits to present the opinions expressed in this report and/or any
supplemental, amended, and/or rebuttal reports.

II. Background and Scope 0f the Assignment

Ihave been retained by Harder Mirell & Abrams LLP (hereafter referred t0 as HMA) as an

independent outside consultant to provide an expert opinion 0n the value 0f a person’s right 0f

privacy, including the value 0f the loss 0f privacy. Specifically, I have been asked t0 determine a

range 0f reasonable 0r fair compensation for being observed naked and having sex 0n a Video

published and Viewed online Without consent.

My opinions are based on the following:

1. Information and documents produced in this case by HMA;
2. My professional background, training, education and more than 8 years’ experience in

survey design and conducting research 0n privacy.

III. Methodology

I conducted a survey in Which I asked 200 respondents t0 estimate the fair and reasonable

amount 0f money that a person should receive as compensation for the loss 0f privacy

experienced as a result 0f having had a secretly-filmed sex tape 0f one’s self posted online
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Without one’s consent. Respondents were randomly selected from a p001 of American
individuals With annual household incomes of at least $200,000.]

Key Elements OfIhe Survey

The design and text 0f the survey are presented in Appendices A and B, respectively. Here, I

summarize the key elements 0f the survey, designed t0 assess a fair and reasonable compensation

value for a person in a similar situation as Terry Bollea.

1. Participants were asked t0 imagine that “you had sex with an acquaintance 0f yours in a

private bedroom in a private home. Unbeknownst t0 both 0f you at the time, this sexual

interaction was secretly filmed. You learned 0f this recently, when you discovered that a

minute—and—a-half long portion 0f the sex tape — the tape 0f you having sex With your

acquaintance in a bedroom in a private home — had been posted 0n the Internet.”

Next, participants were asked three comprehension questions about the scenario they had

been asked t0 imagine. Participants could not continue t0 the rest 0f the survey until they

had answered these questions correctly.

Qualitative Measure ofPrivacy Violation. After having passed the comprehension check

questions, participants were asked t0 indicate, qualitatively, the extent t0 Which, if at all,

the situation described above represented a Violation 0f privacy. Specifically, participants

were asked t0 “rate the extent to Which, if at all, your privacy has been violated.”

Participants moved a scroll bar t0 indicate the extent t0 which, if at all, the situation

represented a Violation 0f privacy. Below is an image 0f the scroll bar that participants

used t0 answer this question. Participants moved the grey circle scroller to the spot 0n the

line that they felt indicated the extent t0 Which, if at all, the situation represented a

privacy invasion:

NO violation of my privacy COMPLETE vioiauon of my p(ivacy

Please drag the scroll

bar to indicate where .you stand on this

issue:

4. Quantitative Measures ofFair Compensation for the Privacy Violation. Next,

participants were asked t0 express this privacy Violation in monetary terms. T0 increase

l

Since it is reasonable to expect that valuations depend 0n income level, I recruited participants from a relatively

high income population (t0 closer match that of Terry Bollea).
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the validity 0f respondents’ valuations, Iused a two-step process t0 elicit these

valuations. First, participants were asked to specify the units in Which they thought the

compensation amount should be expressed: tens 0f dollars, hundreds 0f dollars,

thousands 0f dollars, millions of dollars, 0r billions of dollars. Then, participants were

asked whether they were comfortable providing a more specific number (beyond the

units). If yes, then participants were asked t0 provide a specific value 0f money that they

thought would be fair and reasonable compensation for the seX-tape situation that they

had been asked t0 imagine.

a. Specifically, participants were first asked:

For starters, from the options be1ow, piease select the range that you think is most appropriate t0 express the value:

tens of doilars {Lew $0399}

at least a hundred doliars ($100) but less than a thousand doilars ($1 ,OOO}

at least a thousand dollars ($1 £300} but kegs than a milIion doiiars {5% 000.000}

at least a million doklars (811000300) but less than a billion dollars {$1 ,000‘000300)

at least a billion dollars ($1 ‘000,000.000+)

b. Next, respondents were asked whether they could be more specific. If yes, then

they were asked t0 provide a specific dollar value. Participants were presented

with a scroll bar and asked how many 0f the units (as articulated above, in 4a)

they would request, such that they would feel adequately and fairly compensated

for the situation of having the sex Video posted online and Viewable by anyone
With Internet access. This scroll bar was tailored t0 the individual participant,

based 0n the units they had specified in 4a. So for example, if a participant had

specified that it is most appropriate t0 express the value as at least a million

dollars but less than a billion dollars, then he was given the following scroll bar

0n Which t0 input a specific compensation value:

Approximately how many millions?

1 MILLION 999 MiLLiON

Scroll to select a .value tn MILLIONS:

As the participant moved the grey circle t0 the right, the corresponding number
appeared. In the example below, the scroller has been moved t0 indicate 149

million dollars.
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Approximately how many m‘flions?

‘1 MILLION 999 MILL ON

Scroll to select a

vaiue in MILLIONS: . 149

Additional Elements offhe Survey

The survey featured several other elements Which I outline below. Note that the survey design

and wording are presented in Appendices A and B, respectively.

1. Participants were also asked the qualitative and quantitative measures (outlined in the

section above) With respect t0 a different, control scenario. This other scenario described

a less egregious privacy Violation. Specifically, participants were asked t0 imagine a

scenario in Which “a new neighbor 0f yours invited you over t0 their home for a coffee.

You accepted the invitation and went over t0 your new neighbor’s house for a coffee t0

get acquainted. Unbeknownst t0 both of you at the time, this friendly interaction was
secretly filmed. You learned 0f this recently, wh€n you discovered that a minute—and-a—

half long portion 0f the tape — the tape 0f you chatting With your new neighbor over

coffee in that neighbor’s kitchen in their private home — had been posted 0n the Internet.”

The idea behind including this control scenario is that respondents’ answers to these

measures should be sensitive t0 the scenario: if respondents generally indicate that the

seX-tape scenario is a greater Violation 0f privacy both in qualitative and quantitative

terms, this means that the respondents are taking the task seriously, and hence, suggests

that the data are reliable and trustworthy.

In both scenarios, respondents were asked t0 imagine that a certain number 0f people had

Viewed the Video. Half 0f respondents were asked t0 imagine that 7 million people had

Viewed the Video; the other half 0f respondents were asked t0 imagine that one stranger

0n the Internet had Viewed the Video. The latter group of respondents, after having given

a specific monetary compensation amount assuming that one stranger had Viewed the

Video, was then asked:
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Please indicate approximateiy what the fair and adequate Compensation would be in each of the foflowing scenarios.

{959358 5859.6? a vafae :23 8‘29 $33? {039mm and a 23:33? z}? me 58mm? (05:39:33. F0; a yams 3:3 {(29 fans 0r ??szzzaiv'eds, pfease

ezzz‘erc? szwnbef 1-9. Offyexwfse, 9338936 vax’éze 1999.)

The fair and adequate compensation...

Vatue Unit

Please enter a number 1—999

mif one thousand {1 :000) people viewed the coffee

chat video woutd be:

Wif one hundred thousand (1 00,000) people vieweti

the coffee chat video would be:

.fitf 1 million (1 300000) people viewed the coffee Chat
video would be:

,,,if 2.5 million {2500.000} peopie viewed the coffee

chat video would be:

,,,if 3’ million (?:OOO‘OOO} people Viewed the coffee chat

video would be:

Upon clicking on the “Unit” drop down menus, the following choices appeared:

“tens of dollars”

“hundreds 0f dollars”

“millions 0f dollars”

“billions of dollars”

3. In addition, t0 test whether the fair and reasonable compensation might depend 0n

Whether a person is famous, I also varied the perspective that I asked participants t0

adopt. Specifically, half 0f participants were asked t0 answer the qu€sti0ns, assuming that

they were a famous American sports figure. The other half 0f participants were not asked

to imagine that they were famous. This factor — perspective — did not impact participants’

responses; hence in the results section below, I collapse across this factor.

IV. Results

Qualitative assessments ofprz'vacy violation

The positioning 0f the scroller, and hence, the extent t0 which participants thought a privacy

Violation had occurred depended, sensibly, 0n the scenario. Specifically, participants judged the
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privacy Violation t0 be statistically greater for the sex tap€ scenario relative t0 the coffee

scenario.

For the seX—tape scenario, 0n average, participants moved the scroller t0 this position:

NO vio¥atron of my privacy COMPLETE violation of my privacy

Pfease drag the scroll

bar to indicate where .you stand on this

issue:

Whereas for the coffee-tape (i.e., control), scenario, 0n average, participants moved the scroller

t0 this position:

NO violation of my privacy COMPLETE violation 0f my privacy

Pfease drag the scroil

bar to indicate where .you stand on this

issue:

Quantitative assessments ofprivacy violation

Range. Most (56% 0f) participants thought the appropriate range is “at least a million but less

than a billion.” The distribution 0f the appropriate range espoused by participants for th€ sex tape

scenario is shown in Appendix C.

Again, as With the qualitative measure, participants were appropriately sensitive t0 the scenario.

For the coffee (1.6., control) condition, participants most commonly thought the appropriate

range is “at least a thousand but less than a million.” The distribution 0f the appropriate range

espoused by participants for the control, coffee tape scenario is shown in Appendix D.

In sum, the appropriate range given for the sex scenario was statistically significantly higher than

that given for the coffee (control) scenari0.3

Specific compensation amount. Sixty-one percent 0f participants were comfortable providing a

specific compensation amount. The results reported in this subsection are therefore restricted t0

the 122 participants (Le. 61% 0f 200) who were willing t0 specify a compensation amount (as

opposed to merely a range).

2
Statistics; z(199)=6.26, p<.0005

3
Statistics: a (non-parametric) related-samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test revealed that the medians are

statistically significantly different, p< .0005
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Among those who had been asked, from the outset 0f the survey, t0 imagine that 7

million people had Viewed the sex tape, the median amount of money deemed to be fair and

reasonable compensation was $7,000,000. This value was statistically significantly higher than

the amount 0f money that these participants deemed t0 be fair and reasonable compensation for

the control scenario, in which 7 million people had Viewed the coffee tape: $206,000.4

Recall that half 0f participants were asked t0 first provide a compensation value,

assuming that only one stranger had Viewed the Video. These participants were subsequently

asked t0 indicate the fair and reasonable compensation value, assuming that instead 0f only one

person Viewing the Video (as they had been initially asked), 7 million people had seen it. Among
these participants, the median amount 0f money deemed t0 be fair and reasonable compensation

was $10,000,000. This value was statistically significantly higher than the amount of money that

these participants deemed t0 be fair and reasonable compensation for the control scenario, in

Which 7 million people had Viewed the coffee tape: $99,950.5

Frequency distribution affair compensation value

Using the range data plus the specific compensation amount data, I produced th€ following table

that shows the frequency distribution 0f participants’ perceptions 0f the fair compensation value

at different thresholds. For example, as indicated in the table below, 33.5% 0f participants said

that the fair compensation value is at least ten million dollars.

Percent 0f participants specifying a fair compensation value 0f at least:

98.0% tens 0f dollars

97.0% $100 (one hundred dollars)

90.0% $1,000 (one thousand dollars)

84.5% $10,000 (ten thousand dollars)

8 1 .0% $100,000 (one hundred thousand dollars)

66.5% $1,000,000 (one million dollars)

33.5% $10,000,000 (ten million dollars)

22.5% $100,000,000 (one hundred million dollars)

10.5% $1 ,000,000,000 (one billion dollars)

10.5% $10,000,000,000 (ten billion dollars)

2.0% $100,000,000,000 (one hundred billion dollars)

4
Statistical test comparing the sex-tape valuation of $7M to the coffee-tape valuation of $206K: a related—samples

Wilcoxon Signed Rank test indicated p<.0005
5

Statistical test comparing the sex-tape valuation of $10M t0 the coffee—tape valuation 0f $99.5K: a related-samples

Wilcoxon Signed Rank test indicated p<.0005.
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Appendix A: Survey design

Design — independent variables:

Z Perspective: famous VS self: Participants either took 0n the role 0f self 0r 0f a famous person

(between-subj ects variable)

Z Scenario: control (coffee) vs sex tape: A11 participants evaluated two scenarios — one control

version, one sex version (order 0f presentation was counterbalanced — i.e., randomized - between-

subj ects in case there are order effects; there were none, thus results collapse across order).

Z Viewership: one person VS. 7 million people (between-subj ects variable). Note that participants in

the “one person” condition who were willing t0 provide a specific compensation value for the

given scenario were then asked t0 provide a compensation value, supposing that 1,000; 100,000;

1,000,000; 2,500,000; and 7,000,000 people, respectively, had Viewed the Video.

Therefore, each participant was randomized t0 one 0f eight conditions (i.e., versions) 0f the

survey:

Perspective: Self

Scenario presentation order: coffee, sex

Viewership: 1 person

Perspective: Self

Scenario presentation order: sex, coffee

Viewership: 1 person

Perspective: Famous
Scenario presentation order: coffee, sex

Viewership: 1 person

Perspective: Famous
Scenario presentation order: sex, coffee

Viewership: 1 person

Perspective: Self

Scenario presentation order: coffee, sex

Viewership: 7 million people

Perspective: Self

Scenario presentation order: sex, coffee

Viewership: 7 million people

Perspective: Famous
Scenario presentation order: coffee, sex

Viewership: 7 million people

Perspective: Famous
Scenario presentation order: sex, coffee

Viewership: 7 million people
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Appendix B: Survey Text

Notes about the survey text:

Z The survey text itself is in regular font; notes 0n administration details are provided at the

appropriate point in the survey text below, in italics surrounded by < >, i.e.,

o <sample note 0n administration detail provided within survey text>

Z Below is the survey text for the following version (i.e., the following levels 0f the

independent variables — see Appendix A for clarification):

Z Perspective: Famous

Z Scenario presentation order: sex, coffee

Z Viewership: 1 person

The survey was the same in the other versions, except Where indicated (by footnotes).

<survey text begins n0w>

What is your annual household income?

_Less than $49,000

_$50,000 - $99,000

_$ lO0,000-$ 1 49,999

_$150,000-$199,999
_$200,000-$249,999
_$250,000—$299,999
_$300,000-$349,999
_$350,000-$399,999
_$400,000—$449,999
_$450,000-$499,999
_$500,000-$549,999
_$550,000-$599,999
_$600,000—$649,999
_$650,000-$699,999
_$700,000-$749,999
_$750,000-$799,999
_$800,000—$849,999
_$850,000-$899,999
_$900,000-$949,999
_$950,000—$999,999

_$l million 0r above
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<screened out ifannual household income <$200,000>

In which country d0 you r€side?

<dr0p down menu 0fcountries>

<screened out ifdo not reside in USA>

<page break>

Welcome.

This survey consists 0f the following sequence 0f tasks, Which you Will be asked to complete for

each 0f TWO different situations:

1. You Will be presented With a description 0f the situation.

2. You Will be asked some simple multiple choice questions t0 be sure you have correctly

understood the facts 0f the situation. If you have misunderstood the facts 0f the situation,

you Will be shown the description 0f the situation again.

3. Most importantly, you will then be asked some brief, closed-ended questions about your

opinion of the situation. There are n0 correct 0r incorrect answers t0 these questions,

Which are about your opinion 0f the situation.

IMPORTANT: Please d0 not use the back button in your browser at ANY point during this

survey - this Will cause an error message and invalidate your responses.

Press >> t0 continue.

<page break>

Please imagine the followingzé

6
In the coffee (i.e., control) scenario, the following text appeared instead 0n this page:

“A few years ago a new neighbor of yours invited you over t0 their home for a coffee. You accepted the invitation

and went over t0 your new neighbor’s house for a coffee t0 get acquainted. Unbeknownst t0 both 0f you at the time,

this friendly interaction was secretly filmed. You learned 0f this recently, when you discovered that a minute-and-a-

half long portion 0f the tape — the tape of you chatting with your new neighbor over coffee in that neighbor’s kitchen

in their private home — had been posted on the Internet. Therefore, anyone with an Internet connection could access

this Video and watch you having coffee and chatting with your new neighbor.

The Video depicts you and your new neighbor. Specifically, the Video:

2 depicts you sitting at the neighbor’s kitchen table having coffee and chatting

Z includes audio, and captures you making small talk (you are not saying anything embarrassing)
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Imagine that you are a very famous American sports figure. For example, When you walk out in

public, many people instantly recognize you?

Five years ago your spouse left you. You eventually divorced each other. You recently got

married again (t0 a new person).

While you and your eX-spouse were separated — living in separate homes in different cities — you
had sex With an acquaintance 0f yours in a private bedroom in a private home. Unbeknownst to

both 0f you at the time, this sexual interaction was secretly filmed. You learned 0f this recently,

when you discovered that a minute-and-a-half long portion of the sex tape — the tape 0f you
having sex With your acquaintance in a bedroom in a private home — had been posted 0n the

Internet. Therefore, anyone With an Internet connection could access this Video and watch you
having sex With your acquaintance.

The Video depicts you and your acquaintance Specifically, the Video:

Z depicts full frontal footage 0f you, naked and visibly sexually aroused

Z depicts you participating in sexual intercourse

Z includes audio, and captures you saying things that were intended only for your

acquaintance in the bedroom, and so are embarrassing in the context of being Viewed by
the general public

8

Please make sure you understand the situation. When you are ready to proceed t0 the

comprehension check questions — the questions designed t0 make sure you understand the

situation — please click >>.

<page break>

Please answer the following questions about the situation that was described t0 you 0n the

previous page.

Please make sure you understand the situation. When you are ready to proceed t0 the comprehension check

questions — the questions designed t0 make sure you understand the situation — please click >>.”
7

These two sentences were omitted in the Perspective: selfversions
8

In the Viewership: 7 million versions, the following line appeared at this point: “Approximately 7 million people

Viewed the Video.”
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Order afresponse options was randomized in the survey. For ease ofexposition, I have listed the

correct answer as thefirst answer option (i.e., the a. response optionfor each 0fthe below

comprehension check questions).

1. Which, if any, 0f the following statements is true?

a. You were asked t0 imagine that you am a very famous American sports figure.9

b. You were asked t0 imagine that you sell pornography for a living.

c. You were asked t0 imagine that you have only been married once.

d. You were asked t0 imagine that you love t0 travel the world.

e. None 0f the above.

2. Which, if any, 0f the following statements is true?

a. You were asked t0 imagine that you were secretly filmed having sex.
10

b. You were asked to imagine that you posted an illicit Video online.

c. You were asked t0 imagine that you enj 0y gardening.

d. You were asked t0 imagine that you were relieved that your spouse left you.

e. None 0f the above.

3. Which, if any, 0f the following statements is true?

a. You were asked t0 imagine that a 1 min and 30 second Video that showed you
having sex With an acquaintance was posted online.”

b. You were asked t0 imagine that you often watch Videos online.

c. You were asked t0 imagine that you were married to a famous person.

d. You were asked t0 imagine that you were a movie star.

Note: ifthe respondent did not answer all three comprehension check questions correctly, then

S/he was taken t0 a page that said:

9
In the Perspective: selfversions, this response option was: “You were asked to imagine a situation involving you

and a Video tape.”
‘0

For the coffee scenario, this response option was: “You were asked t0 imagine that you were secretly filmed
having coffee with your new neighbor.”
H

In the Viewership: 7 million versions, this response option was: “You were asked t0 imagine that approximately 7

million people watched a 1 min and 30 second Video that showed you having sex with an acquaintance.

In the Viewership: 7 million, coffee scenario, this response option was: “You were asked t0 imagine that

approximately 7 million people watched a 1 minute and 30 second video that showed you having coffee with your

new neighbor.”

In the Viewership: I person, coffee scenario, this response option was: “You were asked to imagine that a 1 min and

30 second Video that showed you having coffee With your new neighbor was posted online.”
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“Unfortunately, one 0r more 0f your answers was incorrect. When you press next, we’ll take you
back t0 the description 0f the situation. Then, you’ll be asked the comprehension questions

again.

Thanks for your patience and attention to detail
'7’

The respondent was then re-directed back to the scenario description page.

<page break>

Now, we Will ask you some questions about your opinions With respect t0 the situation

described.

Again, imagine that you are the person in the situation - i.e., imagine that you are the famous

person who has” been secretly filmed having sex With your acquaintance in their private h0me.1

Please rate the extent t0 which, if at all, your privacy has been violated:

Scroller responseformat, with endpoints labelled:

NO Violation 0f my privacy (extreme left)

COMPLETE Violation 0f my privacy (extreme right)

Screen shot 0fthis scroller responseformat is Shown in body afreport.

3

<page break>

NOW, imagine that a representative from the website that put the sex Video” online shows up at

your doorstep. This person has come t0 write you a check t0 compensate you for the situation.

We would like t0 know how much the person should make the check out for, such that you feel

adequately and fairly compensated for the secretly-filmed sex Video having been posted onlinels.

We understand that it may be difficult t0 answer this question. Nonetheless, we would like you t0

take a moment t0 estimate what you think would be a fair amount 0f money t0 receive as

compensation for the situation. In providing your estimate, please assume that this is the after-tax

amount 0f compensation.

‘2
In the Perspective: selfversions, “you are the famous person Who has” was replaced with “you have been”

l3
In the coffee scenario, the second portion ofthis sentence, specifically, from the word “secretly” onward, read:

“secretly filmed having a coffee with your neighbor in their private home.”
M

In the coffee scenario, all mentions 0f “sex Video” were replaced with “coffee chat Video”
15

In the Viewership: 7 million versions, the following text was added to the end 0f this sentence: “and Viewed by
approximately 7 million people.”
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For starters, we’d like you t0 specify what the compensation should be for one person having

Viewed the Video. That is, what would be the amount you would deem as fair compensation for

one stranger 0n the Internet t0 have Viewed the sex Video 0n one occasion.

From the options below, please select the range that you think is most appropriate t0 express the

value — i.e., the amount 0f money you would deem as fair compensation for one person t0 have

Viewed the sex Video:

We understand that it may be difficult t0 answer this question. Nonetheless, we would like you t0

take a moment t0 estimate what you think would be a fair amount 0f money t0 receive as

compensation for the situation. In providing your estimate, please assume that this is the after-tax

amount 0f compensation.

For startfirs, from the options below, please select the range that you think is most appropriate t0

express the value:

_tens 0f dollars (i.e., $0—$99)

_at least a hundred dollars ($100) but less than a thousand dollars ($1,000)

_at least a thousand dollars ($1,000) but less than a million dollars ($1,000,000)

_at least a million dollars ($1,000,000) but less than a billion dollars ($1,000,000,000)

_at least a billion dollars ($1,000,000,000+)

<page break>

You have indicated that the amount 0f money that you would request, such that you feel

adequately and fairly compensated for the situation 0f having the sex Video posted online and

Viewed by one stranger” is <rcmge provided by respondent was piped in here>.

Does this sound about right?

_ Yes

_ N0 (if you click this option, you’ll be taken t0 the previous page Where you can re-specify the

units you think that are most appropriate t0 express the fair compensation value)

<page break>

To recap, we’ve asked you t0 imagine that a representative from the website that put the sex

Video online shows up at your doorstep. This person has come t0 write you a check t0

compensate you for the situation.

16
In the Viewership: 7 million versions, all mentions 0f “one stranger” were replacsd With the text: “approximately

7 million people”
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So far, you have indicated that the amount 0f money that you would request, such that you feel

adequately and fairly compensated for the situation of having the Video posted online and Viewed

by one person is <rcmge provided by respondent was piped in here>.

Can you be more specific?

_Yes, let’s drill down a bit 0n that number. <Ifyes, g0 t0 next page>

_N0, <range provided by respondent was piped in here> is as specific as I can get for this

question. ifno, g0 t0 demos/next scenario, as appropriate

<page break>

Please answer the following questions:

Note, this page was tailored, based 0n the range the respondenlprovided. For example, ifthe

respondent said that the right units t0 express the value in is millions, then s/he would be asked,

0n this page, t0 speczfi/ approximately how many millions.

Please answer the following question:

As a starting point, you indicated that the amount 0f money that you would request, such that

you feel adequately and fairly compensated for the situation 0f having the sex Video posted

online and Viewed by one person is <range provided by respondent was piped in here>.

Approximately how many <appr0priate unit appeared here> ?

Scroll bar, n0 anchor, goingfrom $1 <appr0priate unit> — $1 00 <appr0priate unit> dollars

<page break>

You have indicated that the amount 0f money that you would request, such that you feel

adequately and fairly compensated for one person t0 have Viewed the sex Video is approximately

<specific value specified by respondent was piped in here>

Does this sound right?

_ Yes, that sounds about right.

_ N0 (if you Click this option, you’ll be taken to the previous page Where you can re-specify the

amount).

<page break>
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Now, we would like you t0 adjust this compensation value — t0 the extent, if at all, you deem
appropriate — based 0n the number of people Who Viewed the Video tape.

Reminder: You indicated that for ONE PERSON t0 have Viewed the sex Video, approximately

<specz'fic value specified by respondent was piped in here> would make you feel adequately and

fairly compensated.

Please indicate approximately What the fair and adequate compensation would be in each 0f the

following scenarios.

(Please select a value in the first column and a unit in the second column. For a value in the tens

or hundreds, please enter a number 1-9. Otherwise, enter a value 1-999.)

The fair and adequate compensation...

...if one thousand (1,000) people Viewed the sex Video would be:

...if one hundred thousand (100,000) people Viewed the sex Video would be:

...if 1 million (1 ,000,000) people Viewed the sex Video would be:

...if 2 5 million (2, 500,000) people Viewed the sex Video would be:

..if 7 million (7,000,000) people Viewed the sex Video would be:

<resp0ndents Specified the digits and unitsfor each audience size; exact screen Shot offhe

format 0fthis question appears in body offhis report.>

<page break>

You have indicated the amount 0f money that you would request, such that you feel adequately

and fairly compensated for the situation 0f having the sex Video posted online, in several

scenarios. Please review your responses in the table below:

17
This portion — 0f specifying the fair and adequate compensation value, assuming different viewership numbers —

was not included in the Viewership: 7 million versions.
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Number of people viewing the video Amount you deem to be fair compensation

1 thousand (1 .000} «respondent's answer from previous page was piped m here»

1 hundred thousand {1130,0130} «respondent‘s answer from previous page was piped m fiery

1 milfion [1 YOUOflUU) «respondent's answer from previous page was piped m here>

2.5 million {2.600.000} «espondem‘s answer from previous page was piped m here»

? million (3000.000) «respondent‘s answer from previews page was piped m nere>

Does this sound about right?

_Yes
_N0 (if you select this, you Will be taken t0 the previous page Where you can re-specify your

values).

<page break>

Thanks for your responses s0 far! Now we'd like you t0 imagine a different scenario.

Please click >> t0 continue.

<page break>

Next, respondents were asked the same questions, butfor the other scenario.

<page break>

Now for a few final questions:

What is your gender?

_Male
_Female

What year were you born?

<pull down list ofyears. Range wasfrom 1 920-2000>

What is your marital status?

_Single, never married

_Married
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_DiV0rced
_Separated
_Widowed
_LiVing With partner
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Appendix C: Frequency distribution 0f the appropriate range 0f fair compensation
values for the sex tape scenario

Note: numbers 0n the x axis correspond t0 the following response options from the survey:

1
= tens of dollars (i.e., $0-$99)

2 = at least a hundred dollars ($100) but less than a thousand dollars ($1,000)

3 = at least a thousand dollars ($1,000) but less than a million dollars ($1,000,000)

4 = at least a million dollars ($1,000,000) but less than a billion dollars ($1 ,000,000,000)

5 = at least a billion dollars ($1,000,000,000+)
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Appendix D: Frequency distribution 0f the appropriate range 0f fair compensation values

for the coffee tape scenario

Note: numbers 0n the x axis correspond t0 the following response options from the survey

1
= tens of dollars (i.e., $0-$99)

2 = at least a hundred dollars ($100) but less than a thousand dollars ($1,000)

3 = at least a thousand dollars ($1,000) but less than a million dollars ($1,000,000)

4 = at least a million dollars ($1,000,000) but less than a billion dollars ($1 ,000,000,000)

5 = at least a billion dollars ($1,000,000,000+)
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